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Abstract

Three general positions have dominated thinking about metaphor. One view

treats metaphor as a comparison—a view originating with Aristotle. The

second view is that metaphor is an anomaly, the exact nature of the

postulated anomaly differing with the theorist. The final view is some-

what vaguer than the first two; it sees metaphor as a conceptual inter-

action. We propose a new version of the interaction position in which

one domain or category of phenomena is somehow seen in terms of another .

All the positions have implications for the question of what makes a good

metaphor. On all three views, a central consideration in aptness is the

similarity of the objects linked by the metaphor (the tenor and vehicle).

In general , the anomaly position stresses the dissimilarity of tenor and

vehicle, the comparison position the similarity, and the interaction posi-

tion both. The exact nature of the quantitative relationship between

similarity and aptness depends in part on how similarity is conceived .

Psychologists have represented concepts as points in a semantic space, as

bundles of fea tures , or as “nodes” in a network of associations. Each

way of representing concepts lends itself to particular measures of

similarity or distance. The domains—interaction view we propose requires

an elaborated notion of distance. What little evidence psychologists have

gathered suggests that intermediate degrees of similarity make for the

best metaphors. Besides bearing on the question of aptness , these general

views on the nature of metaphor have implications for the process of in-

terpreting metaphors. Anomaly theorists tend to argue that metaphors

require special processes, different from those involved in literal sen-

tences. Comparison and interaction theorists stress the continuity of

metaphor and literal interpretive processes.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ :.~~I
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Understanding and Appreciating Metaphors

Traditionally metaphor has been defined as an implicit comparison

(Abrains, 1971). A comparison is involved because the relation between

the two concepts linked in a metaphor is one of similarity. When the

relation is not similarity , some other rhetorical figure results:

The White House urged settlement of the coal strike.

The relationship here between the White House and some spokesman for the

President is contiguity instead of similarity, so that metonymy rather

than metaphor is involved. The comparison in metaphor is implicit be-

cause ostensibly the metaphor does not compare two things but rather

equates them (“Prudence is a wise old fool, courted by Incapacity”) or

substitutes one for the other (“sheathe thy impatience”) or asserts a

transformation (“Nerves reduced the speaker to a quivering mass”). Brooke—

Rose (1958) gives a more complete list of the overt forms metaphor takes,

none of which involves an explicit comparison. When an overt comparison

is made, it is generally labelled a simile.

General Views of Metaphor

The Compar ison View

Implicit in the traditional definition of metaphor is a theoretical

stand on what a metaphor Is and how It works. This theoretical stand ,

originating with Aristotle (1927; 1932), is the comparison view of meta-

phor. On this view, a metaphor is a comparison , in which one term (the

subject or tenor of the comparison) is asserted to bear a partial resem-

blance (the ground of the comparison) to something else (the vehicle).
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As with any compar ison , there is some residual dissimilarity or disanalogy

(the tension) between the terms compared in a metaphor , but comparison

theorists tend to ignore the dissimilarity.

Blake ’s aphorism above , on this view , could be paraphrased: “The

trait of prudence is like an old fool in that it Is cautious, conservative,

slow to act , dull , etc. ” . “Prudence ” is the t enor or subject of the com-

parison ; “wise old fool” is the vehicle or thing to which it is compared ;

caution, conservation, dullness form the ground or basis of the comparison.

The only difference between a metaphor and simile is in overt form: sm iles

include explicit comparative terms , while metaphors do not.

The comparison view is subject to a ntunber of obvious difficulties ,

which it can handle only with some refinement. Metaphors and similes may

be used in a variety of ways; they do not merely assert resemblances or

make comparisons. Occasionally , for example, the metaphor or simile does

something other than asserting a resemblance; it may even deny the resem-

blance——

(1) “0 could I flow like thee [the Thames) and make thy stream

my great exemplar as it is my theme!

Though deep , yet clear; though gentle, not yet dull;

Strong without rage; without o’erf lowing, full”

In Denham ’s apos trophe to the Thames (cited in Richards), the resemblance

is only hoped for , not actual. (Shakespeare’s sonnet l8—— ”Shall I compare

thee to a summer’s day ”——similarly uses a resemblance1 at the same tine

denying its accuracy.) The use of metaphor is , of course , no less varied

than that of literal language and a full understanding of it cannot be

divorced from consideration of the grammatical and pragmatic structures
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in which the metaphor is embedded. These structures receive particular

emphasis in efforts (e.g., tha t of Matthews , 1971; cf .  also Mack , 1975 )

-to combine the approach of generative gr~~~ ar with the comparison view

~of metaphor. As Matthews shows, the comparison view must be augmented

by a more general theory of language in order to understan d metaphors in

the diverse forms they take and in the many uses to which they are pu t .

Tha t metaphors occur in many grammatica l structures and are put to

many uses is not a problem for  the comparison view alone . All the ma in

theories of metaphor, Insofar as they are theories of metaphor and not

general linguistic theories, face this difficulty. But one use of meta-

phor presents a particular difficulty for the comparison view. Sometimes

metaphors are used to make assertions about unfamiliar tenors (cf. Ortony ,

Note 3, on “discovery metaphors”) .  Suppose someone asks , “Who is Ian

Paisley?”, and the reply is, “Paisley is the Ronald Reagan of Northern

Irish politics” . At least for the questioner , a direct comparison of

Reagan and Paisley cannot be involved in understanding the metaphor, since

the questioner doesn ’t know enough about Paisley to determine whether or

how he is similar to Reagan . The “comparison” here probably entails

transferring to Paisley all those characteristics of Reagan that Paisley

may share. Some characteristics of Reagan can ’t possibly apply (that he

is from California) , because they contradict what little the questioner

already knows about Paisley (that he is Irish) . Defining the ground of

metaphors with unfamiliar tenors is a problem , then , for the comparison

view. One plausible way to handle this d i f f i culty is to t reat  as part of

the ground all that mi~gj~~ be a similarity between tenor and vehicle, to

treat as groun d what can be transferred from vehicle to tenor rather than
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what is already known to be shared.

The Anomaly View

The comparison view emphasizes, indeed takes as definitional, the

similarity of the tenor and vehicle . Var ious theorists have taken the

diametrically opposed position that what is characteristic of metaphor is

the dissimilarity of the tenor and vehicle and the anomaly that results

when the two are linked. The theorists taking this position d i f f e r  on

the exact nature of the anomaly involved. Walker Percy (1954) sees

metaphor as a mistake, a missta tement  which , by the very incongruity of

what it yokes , gives to experience a peculiar distinctiveness and beauty.

Beardsley (1962) considers metaphors to be partly self—contradictory ; in

his terms, they are “self—controverting”. Wheelwright (1962) claims that

one type of metaphor—”diaphor ”——i s nothing but incongruous juxtaposition.

The more common approach is to treat the anomaly involved in figura-

tive language as a syntactic error , the violation of a “selection restric-

tion. ” A selection restriction (Chom sky , 1965) is a rule that specifies

which linguistic categories may enter into particular linguistic relaz4ons.

A selection restriction on the class of verbs of feeling , for example ,

limits their use to subjects that are animate. “The tree was enraged by

the remark” is anomalous because it violates this selection restriction.

Since people can sometimes interpret  (and parse ) these anomalous sentences ,

generative linguists have sought to supplement their models in several

ways . The basic idea is that anomalous sentences are interpreted by

analogy to normal sentences . One approach here (Bickerton , 1969; Chonisky,

1964) is to propose procedures that suspend the violated selection restric-

tion rules , allowing the remaining rules of the gr~~~ar to apply to the

-
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anomalous sentence anyway. Another approach (Katz , 1964 ; Zi f f , 1964)

involves postulating additional rules that specify how to apply the normal

rules of the grammar to these anomalous sentences.

Still another view of the nature of the anomaly or violation involved

in metaphor treats the anomaly as semantic rather than syntactic. Meta-

phorical sentences are “sortally incorrect” (Guenther, 1975; Van Dijk,

1975 ; cf .  Ryle , 1949 , on “category mistakes”). Sortal incorrectness

occurs when the argument of a predicate is of a type or “sort ” inappro-

priate for  that predicate. Predicates are restricted to particular

ranges of application; when an object falls outside that range it cannot

be used as a (sortally correct) argument for the predicate . Take

“frightens” as an example . This is a predicate taking two arguments——a

logica l subject and obj ect. The second argument is restricted to a

particular range of the logical space——only things which are animate can

be frightened . Selection of an argument outside this r ange (“John

frightens sincerity”) yields a sortally incorrect sentence . The sentence

lacks a truth value, since sortal incorrectness involves a contradiction

between the presupposition and the assertion of the sentence (Strawson,

1956). The “sortal incorrectness” position on anomaly , is , as may be

apparent , the logical analogu e of the “selection restriction” position

of generative linguists.

The final view of the anomaly rejects these interpretations of the

nature of the mistake . The anomaly, according to this final vies is

neither syntactic nor semantic. Reddy (1969) provides a relevant example

of a metaphor without anomaly. Imagine a rock in a geological display.

We can say “The old rock is brittle with age ” without either semantic or 

~~~~~~~ I1T
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syntactic anomaly. In another contex t , however , where the sentence refers

to a geology professor , it becomes metaphorical. Sentences that can be

interpreted either literally or metaphorically (depending on the context)

presen t a difficulty for both the grammatical and semantic version of the

anomaly viewpoint. Therefore, looser , “pragmatic” definitions of the

anomaly have been proposed. The pragmatic view of the anomaly is that

the metaphor , if interpreted literally, v iolates a pragmatic

convention by introducing apparently irrelevant ideas. “The old rock~~.. ”

referring to a professo~ seems , taken li terally, off  the topic. Other

violations may be involved (e.g.,  syntactic violations) but they needn ’t

be. Even thi s pragmatic view has d i f f icu l t ies .  Fables and parables are

metaphorical (at least on some accounts) but introduce no extraneous ,

apparently out-of— context , elements. Thus , they do not meet even the weak

pragmatic criterion that metap hors appear to be contextually anomalous .

The Interaction View

The comparison view emphasizes the similarity of the tenor and vehicle ,

the anomaly view, their dissimi larity . The interaction view (Black , 1962;

Hesse , 1966 ; Miles , 1967; Richards , 1936 ; Wheelwr ight , 1962) a t tempts  to

emphasize as equally important the role of both similarity and dissimilari ty

in metaphor . This view is vaguer than the f i rs t  two, in part  because it

is more a reaction again3t them than a positive theory in its own right .

One criticism the interaction theorists bring to bear against the compar—

ison view is that even the ground of a metaphor is typically nonliteral.

To say “men are wolves” is , on the comparison view, to say that they are

predators. The interaction theorist argues that people and wolves are not

predators in the same way; there is only a rough resemblance be tween 

_ _ _
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predacity in people and in beasts. In general, the groi~nd of a metaphor

consists not of shared characteristics but of analogous ones. The posi-

tion we espouse is a variant of the interaction view . We will c~-ll our

view the domains—interaction position . We claim that in metaphor the

domain of the vehicle and the characteristics applying within that domain

are used as a t emplate or model by which to organize the domain of the

tenor. The process of seeing characteristics of the one domain as

analogous to characteristics in the other can change our per ception of

bo th , although it affects primarily our view of the tenor. Seeing aggres-

siveness in people as an analogue to predation in wolves changes our per-

ception of people and perhaps of wolves as well (the people probably

seem worse than they did , the wolves better). One consequence of our

view is tha t a metaphor often asserts a resemblance not only between two

objects but also between two whole domains or classes of objects. bus ,

Miles (1967) says that :

What is vital.. .in metaphor is the sense of relative

position within a group or class. If the dove is a

cabbage, then the tanager is a carrot.

According to this view, a scientific model is a prime example of a metaphor.

If we conceive of light as a wave, then we can also see specific visual

phenomena as examples of refraction , diffraction , reflection , etc. As a

result, not only does our understanding of light change , but our notion

of a wave may broaden as well.

The anomaly , incongruity , or mistake emphasized by the metaphor—as—

anomaly theorists ref lects , according to the domains-interaction view,

the distance between the domains of the vehicle and the tenor . Seeing the
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phenomena of light in terms of the properties of waves is initially Incon-

gruous because the two domains seem so distinct. The metaphor aligns

analogous phenomena within the two doiuains. Perhaps as a consequence of

this alignment of objects within domains, the domains themselves may

come to seem less dissimilar. But initially, at least , the similarity is

between phenomena or obj ects from apparently dissimilar, even incongruously

dissimilar , domains.

Similarity and Aptness

The three views distinguished so far differ in their emphasis. The

comparison view emphasizes the similarity of the tenor and vehicle. The

anomaly view emphasizes their differences.  The interaction view , at

least on our domains—interactionist version of it, emphasizes the dis-

similarity of the domains from which the tenor and vehicle are drawn but

the similarity of the properties or relative positions of tenor and

vehicle within their respective domains. The different views also sug-

gest different relationships between the aptness or quality of a metaphor

and the similarity of the tenor and vehicle.

Monotone Hypotheses

On the view that metaphor is anomalous , we might predict two direct ly

opposed relationships between similarity and aptness. Some theorists

(Campbell , 1975; Per cy , 1954; cf. Wheelwright, 1962 , on diaphor) seem to

favor incongruity; for them, the anomalous juxtaposition of diverse ele-

ments produces a fresh, distinctive view of experience. Since the

dissimilarity of the tenor and vehicle contributes to this incongruity

and its attendant novelty of vision, then the less the tenor and vehicle

resemble each other , the better the metaphor. Breton (cited in Richards,

~~ ~~~~

‘

- -
. .

_ _ _ _  _ ~~ - -- - - -- -- -~~~~ - -- ----- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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1936) states a similar view:

To compare two objects, as remote from one another in-

character as possible, or by any other method to put

them together in a sudden and striking fashion , this

remains the highest task to which poetry can aspire.

For these theorists , then , what is important is novelty.

For others , however , what matters is clarity. The theorists who

consider clarity important (Bickerton , 1968; Chomsky , 1964; Katz , 1964)

tend to view anomaly as reducing comprehensibility: the worse the viola-

tion of the grammar, the harder to interpret the sentence. The less the

tenor and vehicle resemble each other , the more serious the anomaly in-

volved in their comparison. Extrapolating from this view, therefore,

we expect that because clarity suffers  as a function of the distance be-

tween tenor and vehicle, the best metaphors are those with the least

distance. For the comparison theort~t as well as this group of anomaly

theorists, there is reason to predic t that the metaphor improves as

resemblance between tenor and vehicle increases. If, after all, a metaphor

is a comparison, asserting a similarity , then the better the comparison

(i.e., the more similar the things compared are), the better the metaphor .

This hypothesis receives some support from a study (Malgady and Johnson,

1976) described below.

Nonmonotone Hypotheses

There is an obvious problem with the view that aptness increases with

greater similarity. At some point a metaphor degenerates into a literal

statement of resemblance or identity when the similarity of the tenor and

vehicle of the me taphor becomes too great. To say that “A squirrel has a

--‘ — S — - —— - — - ~~~~~~~~~ - -
~~~~

- , — — -
~~. - 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~~~~
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chipmunk’s face” is hardly to make a metaphor at all. If it is a me taphor ,

it’s certainly not a very good one. With too close a fit, the metaphor

becomes a bad metaphor or a nonmetaphor. We might, thus , predict that

metaphors improve with increasing similarity until some cutoff or thres-

hold is reached; when similarity exceeds this cutoff point the metaphor

declines precipitously in quality.

The cutoff model may be difficult to distinguish empirically from

another hypothetical relationship. Ass~miing that different subjects have

different cutoffs (or that a single subject’s cutoff varies over time),

if we average across subjects, overall , we obtain a curvilinear , inverse—U

shaped curve . Intermediate levels of similarity yield the best metaphors.

Averaging across subj ects with d i f ferent  cu tof f s  may not be the only way

that a curvilinear function of this shape might result . Even Aristotle

advises that “ ...metaphors [vehicles) should be drawn from objects tha t

are related to the obj ect in question [tenor) but not obviously related”

(1932). The Poetics suggest two ways a metaphor can go awry : a metaphor

can be dull or it can be obscure. If clarity increases with similari ty,

while interest or novelty decreases , these two opposed monotonic trends

may combine to produce an inverse—U shape function (see Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

Hypotheses Involving Domains

The hypothetical functions above are based on a consideration of the

anomaly and comparison views of metaphor. In their concepts of distance

or similar ity, these views do not distinguish the imilarity of the domains

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
_ _ _ _
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of the tenor and vehicle from the similarity of the posi tions of the tenor

and vehicle within their domains. On the domains—interaction view, this

~distinction is crucial. For Miles (1967; quoted above), it is the degree

~to which tenor and vehicle occupy similar positions within their domains

(which we will call the “f i t ” or within—domains distance between the

tenor and vehicle) that matters in the ground of a metaphor , not the

similarity of the domains . The various hypotheses outlined earlier

(positive monotone , negative monotone , curvilinear , cu to f f )  can , of

course , be reformulated with this distinction in mind but they do not

require the distinction.

What prediction does our domains—interaction position make regarding

the relation between distance and aptness? We propose several, related

hypotheses that seem plausible, given our point of view. We propose that

metaphors are more apt as they compare objects drawn from more diverse

domains and as the fit between tenor and vehicle gets better . Ideally ,

on this hypothesis, the tenor and vehicle should occupy exactly analogous

positions within their domains (so that within—domains distance is maximal).

Dorine ’s conceits , with their elaborated points of comparison between

diverse objects, are examples. In a famous conceit in his “Valediction :

Forbidding Mourning ,” Donne, who is leaving his wife to go abroad , compares

their souls to a compass:

(2) If they be two , they are tc~’o so

as stiff twin compasses are two;

Thy soul, the fixed foot , makes no show

to move , but doth if the other do.

~~~~ lF .11 
-- _______________  - 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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And though it in the center sit ,

yet when the other far  doth roam

it leans and hearkens after  it ,

and grows erect as it comes home.

A related hypothesis is similar in spirit to the one proposed above.

It also says tha t aptness increases with the f i t  of tenor and vehicle

(as within—domain distance decreases) , but says that intermediate levels

of distance between domains are best. When the distance between domains

becomes too great , it may be difficult to see which conceptual objects

occupy analogous positions within the two domains—and unless the corre—

sponding conceptual obj ects can be aligned , the metaphor cannot be under-

stood . To distinguish these two related positions, we will call the

first the monotone domains hypothesis and the second the curvilinear

domains hypothesis. These hypotheses are interactionist in at least two

senses. First, a statistical interaction is involved , since the relation-

ship between similarity and aptness depends on the type of similarity

involved. Second , a conceptual interaction is involved as well——the dis-

tance between the domains guarantees that the tenor must be seen in a new

way , in light of the vehicle. It is this conceptual interaction that

gives the interaction view its name .

In summary, six hypotheses concerning the relation between similarity

and aptness are considered . Two are simple monotone functions: on the

positive monotone hypothesis, the metaphor gets better as similarity in-

creases, or , on the negative monotone hypothesis, it gets worse. The

curvilinear hypothesis combines these two monotonic trends into an overall

inverted—U--shape function. The related cutoff model is a positive monotone 
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function with a cutoff point. We favor two hypotheses involving domains

distance. The monotone domains hypothesis, like the curvilinear hypo-

thesis, embodies two opposed monotonic trends: as distance between

~1omains increases but distance within domains decreases (i.e., as “fit”

increases~ the metaphor gets better. The sixth hypothesis, the curvi-

linear domains hypothesis, suggests a limit on the monotone domains

hypothesis—if distance between domains is too great , comprehension and

aptness suffer .

Individual Differences

The hypotheses explored so far make no particular allowances for  in-

dividual differences. All of them , of course , would reflect differences

among people in the similarity of the two concepts invo lved . Beyond

thi s source of individual difference, however , the hypotheses make no

provision for variations among people. What differences might we predict

and how might the various positions be augmented to account for them?

An obvious way that people differ is in literary sophistication.

Some are very experienced readers of poetry and fiction ; others have

virtually no experience at all. Differences in literary sophistication

probably affect the functions relating similarity and aptness. For the

novice, understanding metaphors is difficult; novices have had little ex—

perience in dealing with complex metaphors. Therefore comprehension is

hard for the novice , but finding novelty , easy . For the expert (e .g . ,  a

critic), comprehension is easier , but finding novelty in metap hor , more

diff icul t . We expect , therefore , that factors leading to easy comprehen-

sion receive more weight from inexperienced readers; conversely, factors

leading to novelty are likely to af fec t  the critic more. Relative to the

I
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novice , then , the c r i t i c  pre fe rs  more obscure metap hor s with lower levels

of overall similarity; the novice prefers the more readily comprehensible

metaphors with higher levels of similarity. Figure 2 shows how the positive

monotone hypothesis represents these expected differences: the slope of the

(linear) function relating aptness and similarity is partly determined by

the degree of sophistication of the reader. In the cutoff model , a change

in the cutoff point (critics having a lower threshold than novices) yields

the predicted pattern as well: the critics like metaphors with little

similarity more than the novice , but those with high similarity less than

the novice (see Figure 3).

Insert Figures 2 and 3 here

Both the curvilinear hypothesis and the hypotheses involving distances

between domains may be supplemented to reflect degrees of literary

sophistication . As the reader values novelty and surprise more, the

curvilinear hypothesis predicts that the function relating similarity to

aptness should be displaced toward the dissimilarity end——the reader prefers

metaphors with less similarity , Since the critics probably value novelty

more than novices do , the curve for the critics shows this displacement

toward greater dissimilarity——critics prefer less similarity. Since novices

probably value comprehensibility more than the critics do , their curve should

be displaced in the opposite direction , toward greater similarity , Figure

4 shows the resulting theoretical curves. The same arguments apply to the

curvilinear domains hypothesis as well. Critics should prefer metaphors

with greater distance between the domains of the tenor and vehicle ; novices

should prefer less distance between domains.

___ _  
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Insert Figure 4 about here -

On the monotone domains hypothesis , aptness is a function of “fit” —

the degree to which tenor and vehicle occupy analogous positions within their

domains — and distance between domains. Assuming that these two factors are

independent In their effects and that the monotone functions are both linear ,

we predict that

Aptness = A + b (distance) + b (fit)
~, 

1 2
The critic , we further predict , places more weight on distance (as does Breton ,

above) than the novice does——b
1 

for the crit ic will be greater than b
1 

for

the novice. Thus, each of the models offers some account for the expected

individual differences.

Evidence on These Hypotheses

Psychologists have done little work bearing on these hypotheses (see

Billow, 1977; or Ortony , Reynolds, and Arter , Note 5, for recent reviews,

Henle ’s 1962 survey is an excellent early review). Two studies report evidence

on the relation of similarity and aptness. Kraut (Note 1) reports a study

assessing the effects of the “incompatibility” of adjective—noun pair s on

ratings of their poetic quality. He gave subjects pairs, such as “mechanical

bouquet”. If we assume (as does Xraut) that subjects interpret the pairs

metaphorically , then it seems plausible that incompatibility of the adjective

and noun is directly related to distance between the vehicle of the metaphor

(the noun given) and whatever tenor the subject infers for the pair. The

results are ambiguous. Kraut used two sets of adjective—noun pairs. In one

set, ICraut observes a curvilinear , inverse—U shape function (i.e., a marginally

-
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significant quadratic trend) relating distance and quality. In the other set,

however, no such trend is evident. Malgady and John son (1976) report a similar

study. They presented subjects with metaphorical sentences of the form “The

adjective.1 noun is an adjective
2 
noun

2 
(e.g., “ the sleek hair is shiny silk”).

By adding features to the noun concepts , the adjectives , according to Malgady

and Johnson, alter the similarity of the nouns. The two nouns varied in their

initial degree of similarity; the two adjectives varied in their effect on the

final similarity of the nouns. The relationship between similarity and goodness

depended , in part, on the initial degree of similarity between the nouns .

For noun pairs low in similarity initially , the resulting similarity (as

affected by the adjectives) correlated highly (r .87) with goodness ; for

noun pairs initially high in similarity, on the other hand, resulting similarity

was considerably less related to goodness (r = .42). The presence of signif i—

cant positive correlations in both conditions may argue for the monotone

positive hypothesis. The difference in the two correlations , however , may

reflect an overall inverse—U shape curvilinear trend. At low overall levels of

similarity, the inverse—U shape function is well approximated by a positive

linear model. As similarity increases, however, the U—shape function is less

closely fit by the linear model. (And at very high levels, of course , we

expect a negative relationship , given an overall inverse—U shape function.)

So, like Xraut ’s, Malgady and Johnson’s findings are ambiguous. Since neither

of these studies look at the distance within or between domains, it is hard

to evaluate their implications for the two hypotheses (monotone domains and

curvilinear domains) involving those variables. The negative monotone function ,

however, receives no support in either study.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ITI~ A
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Conceptions of Distance

The discussion of the various possible relations between similarity

and aptness has not so far included an attempt to characterize the concept of

psychological distance.

Can the various hypotheses relating similarity and aptness be formulated

rigorously ? Are the viewpoints underlying the hypotheses compatible with the

main psychological models of distance? We will ar gue here that the various

positions are, in fact , compatible with psychological treatments of distance ,

the domains—interaction viewpoint requiring a somewhat elaborated treatment of

distance .

Psychologists have emp loyed various conceptions of distance , each based

on some notion of the meaning of a concept. Sometimes concepts are seen as

sets of values on relevant dimensions of meaning , such as the connotative

dimensions of Osgood , Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957). A natural way to treat

distance, given this view of meaning , is the Euclidean conception ; the psychological

dimensions are analogous to spatial ones , psychological distance to spatial

distance. Another way to look at concepts is to see them as bundles of

elementary “atoms” or features of meaning. This view is popular among

generative linguists (see Katz and Postal, 1965), where the “atoms” are

semantic markers. Recently , Tversky (1977) has developed a way to measure

the similarity of concepts when concepts are treated as bundles of features.

Still another way of looking at concepts is popular among workers in artificial

intelligence. Their approach (see for example, Anderson , 1976 ; Quillan , 1969;

Sch ank , 1975 ) is to treat a conceptual system as an associative ne twork .

Concerts are “nodes” or points of intersection in the network; the links

connecting the nodes are elementary semantic relations. Wickelgren ’s recent

I
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(1976) discussion of the strength of a “chain” of links between nodes (and

other conceptions of chain distance, such as Johnson ’s, 1967) , provide ways

of conceiving of the distance between elements in a network. A final approach ,

particularly consonant with the domains hypotheses above, treats concepts as

falling into basic categories or clusters. This approach requires a more

elaborate conception of distance. Besides offering a method of representing the

general meaning of a term , each of the approache s can represent how context

can modulate this general meaning. By affect ing meaning and similarity,

context also can affect the aptness of metaphors.

Euclidean Distance

The treatment of conceptual distance as distance in a Euclidean space was

one of the earliest approaches to be used by psychologists. As early as 1957,

Osgood et al. had done cross—cultural factor analytic studies that represented

a number of concepts as points in a three—dimensional affective space. The

dimensions themselves — evaluation , potency , and activity —— proved robust
across a number of cultures and content domains. Later nonmetric techniques

(Shepard , 196 2 a,b; Kruskal , 1964 a ,b) shared with factor analysis the goal of

using a small number of dimensions to represent the relevant concepts , but made

less stringent assumptions about the nature of the data involved.

In a Euclidean space, the distance between two points s a function of the

difference between them on the relevant dimensions :

d(A,B) = E j~j  (a - b.)
2 

~ 
1/2 

(1)

Here a~ and b~ are the coordinates of A and B, the two concepts, on the 1
th

dimen sIon of meaning , and in is the number of dimensions. 
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How might context affect the position of a concept in Euclide.an space?

One way is that adjectives or other predicates added by the context to a token”

or instance of the concept may alter the location of the concept on one or more

psychological dimensions (may change the value of its coordinates). The

adj ectives in the Malgady and Johnson study,  then, act as vectors added to

the nouns, altering their positions in the semantic space. A second way

that context alters distance is to increase or decrease the salience of a

particular dimension . After a discussion of the aggressiveness of nations,

for example, Osgood , Suci, and Tannenbaum ’s potency dimension may be particu—

larly salient. These differences in salier~ce can be represented by including

weights in the Euclidean distance formula:

d
k

(A ,B) - ~~~ Wjk(al 
- b

1
)
2
) 
1/2 

(2)

Here is the relative weight attached to dimension i within a particular

context (k).

Distance in a Feature Space

The Euclidean approach to conceptual similarity is less tractable when

there are many dimensions of variability that distinguish the concepts.

The feature approach does not suffer from this limitation . Tversky (1977)

suggests measuring the distance between concepts, when concepts are treated as

bundles of features , as a weighted sum—

d(A,B) = b
1
f(a — b) + b f(b — a) — b

3
(aflb)

of some (monotonic, increasing) function (f) of the number of features unique

to concept A (i.e., a—b), those unique to B (b—a), less those they have in

common (aflb) .

-~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ _ _ _ _
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Context affects the apparent distance between two concepts in three ways .

First, by increasing the salience or prominence of one concep t relative to the

other, the context can alter the weights (11 and b
2
) attached to the features

distinctive to one concept or the other . In a metaphor, Pversky argues, the

features of the tenor are more prominent than those of the vehicle. Second ,

a context can predicate additional fea t ures of instances of A or B , and so

change the set of features associated with the concepts. The values of

f(a-b), f(b—a), or f(a( b) , would change as well. Finally, the context may

increase the salience or importance of some features at the expense of others.

If f is a simple additive function of the weights attached to the features ,

then

d(A,B) = b
i~~~

xi + b2 ~~~~ 
— b

3 ~~~~

In this equation , x~ is the weight attached to a feature unique to A ; y~ is

the weight attached to a feature unique to B; and zk is the weight attached to

a shared feature . These values var~ depending on the salience of the feature

within a context.

Distance in an Associative Network

Tversk.y’s metric formalizes the notion of conceptual distance , when

concepts are seen as bundles of features—a view of the meaning of concepts

supported by generative linguists (such as Katz and Postal, 1965). In the

Chotnskyan tradit ion , the dictionary entry corresponding to the sense of a word

includes features of two types: a series of semantic markers, followed by a

distinguisher . The markers are general elements ~f meaning that enter into the

definitions of many words; in contrast , the distinguishers are particular ,

applying only to a single word sense; they serve to distinguish that word sense

from closely related ones. More recent developments in theoretical linguistics

.: .  --~~~~~~ 
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(e.g., Fillmore, 1968) haye tended to focus less on the internal structure of

concepts and more on their interrelations. The most elaborate development of this

trend has been among theor ists using computer simulation models of language

processes (e.g., Anderson , 1976; Lindsay and Norman , 1977; Quillian, 1969;

Schank, 1975). For these theorists, concepts are embedded in an associative

semantic network. There are several types of link or relation among concepts.

Initially , the-se links had a decidedly syntactic flavor; later network theorists

tend to emphasize the abstract conceptual character of the interconnections.

A typical link in these theories is the subset—superset link. Many of these

theorists assume that an important process acting upon the associative network

is “activation”—tracing out the connections among the concepts in the process of

remembering (see, e.g., Collins and Loftus, 1975; Collins and Quillian , 1972).

The spread of activation is usually seen as a parallel process in which several

links may be simultaneously activated. These theorists often further assume that

our memory system is sensitive to “intersections” in the activation process :

When one path being traced (having become activated) converges on a node to which

anothe r path has led , we can take note of the intersection .

The concept of intersecting paths serves as a basis for extending Tverskv ’s

feature metric to concepts in an associative network . In a network, a feature

shared by two concepts m ight be defined as a node connected by paths leading

from both. Since in such a network, everything is connected , however indirectly ,

to everything else, this simple extension of Tversky’s notion will not do——

by this proposed definition, everything shares features with everything else .

Moreover, only concepts with the same relation to another concept, should be

said to share a feature. Therefore , a reasonable additional condition for a

shared feature is that the two paths leading to the node of intersection 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
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contain the same types o~ links and that these are in the same order ; the

paths should be identical, that is, except tha t they originate in the two

different concepts. Links from the concepts that don ’t lead to an intersecting

node (subject to the condition above) are distinctive to that concept. Some

paths of intersection (some relations to other concepts) are so complex that

the connection is unlikely to be salient. Indeed, most network theorists

assume that the “length” of a path determines whether tha t path is activated;

when the path is too long——the connection too weak—activation will not

spread and intersection will not occur. Thus, we define two concepts as

sharing a feature when both bear the same relation (have identical connecting

paths) to some other concept (a node of intersection), provided that the relation

is simple enough (the path is short enough for activation to spread along the

path and for intersection to occur).

Having defined a shared feature in a network, we can extend Tversky~s

concept of distance to nodes in a network. Another possible view is that

distance is a direct function of the length of the paths (i.e., strength of

the connection) between two concepts. This “length” , or strength of connection ,

depends on a number of factors —— how many links are in the path , how strong
each one is, how many alternate routes connect the concepts.

Wickeigren (1976) suggests a number of measures of overall strength.

Consider first the strength of a series of links. The strength of this “chain”

might be defined as the minimum of strength of the links; the chain is then , as

strong as its weakest link (cf. “chain distance~in Johnson, 1967). Or th~

strength of the chain might be the geometric or harmon 4 c mean of the strength

of the links; although these two rules may not seem particularly intuitive , the

harmonic mean rule has a physical embodimen t—electrical conductancies in

__ - - - - - - -- . _~~~i~I:i~~I1~t. ~4
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a series circuit combine according to this rule. If strength reflects the

probability of traver sing a link, then a multiplicative rule makes sense. Often

several paths connect the. tw~ concepts. Consider , the-n , the overall s t rength

of several “parallel” chains. bLickeigren suggests an additive rule for co~—

bining the strengths of several paths linking two concepts. We might also

consider a maximum rule (cf. Johnson, 1967); the distance between two points

would be the strongest (i.e., the shortest) path between them. In short , a

number of metrics for the strength of relation between two concepts make some

sense, depending in part on how we conceive of “strength” of a path in a network .

For each of these conceptions of strength of connection in a network we can

define a corresponding measure of distance.

Distance in a Domains Theory

The idea that concepts fall into a set of basic clusters or “natural cat-

egories” (Rosch, 1973 a,b) has emerged recently in the psychological literature ,

partly as a reaction against dimensional and associative treatments of conceptual

distance (cf. Rips , Shoben , and Smith, 1973). Concomitantly, a variety of

mathematical techniques have been developed for representing the similarity

relations among concepts by “clustering” (Everitt, 1974; Johnson , 1967; Shepard

and Arabie, Note 8). Rolman (1972) argues that hierarchical clustering and

Euclidean distance are fundamentally incompatible ways of treating distance,

but other , nonhierarchical clustering , schemes are clearly consonant with a

Euclidean space. The psychological theorists usually define the clusters in

term s of a protypical instance and more peripheral instances. Similarly,

some clustering algorithms define a cluster as inc1uding a”centroi~I” (mean of

points in the cluster) and the points “closer” to that point than to any other

centroid. (Occasionally , the psychological and statistical notior~ of a prototype 

~‘1 
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may overlap , as in the work, of Posner and Keele, 1968). ~4s Tversky (1977) notes ,

there are affinities het~~en some cluster and feature notions of distance (one

reasonable definition of a cluster being all the points sharing some feature or

set of features).

If we let domains correspond to clusters, then the various clustering

algorithms provide definitions of distance between objects and between clusters.

Tempting as it is to treat domains as clusters, this approach can lead to

difficulties. With hierarchical clusters, f or example, the distanc~~between

a point in one cluster and all the points in another clusterare identical .

(In a tree diagram , for example, all the items within one class are the same

distance from those in another class.) The concept of two points in different

clusters (domains) occupying analogous positions within those clusters is

difficult to reconcile with this homogeneity of distances between objects in

different clusters.

Although this hierarchical clustering approach to distance is d i f f i cu l t

to apply to domains distances, concepts of distance based on features or dimensions

can be applied to domains. According to the domains view, some features or

dimensions apply within domains and some higher—order dimensions or feature s

apply to the domains themselves . The idea of a hierarchy of dimensions her8

is similar to that involved in some theories of abilities: There are first—order

ability factors , then second—order factors based on correlations among f i r s t —

or der f actors , etc. There is a conceptual hyperspace representing the distances

between the several domains; and lower—order spaces representing the positions of

objects within a domain. Resides entailing the notion of a hierarchy of

distances, the domains hypotheses stated earlier require that at least some of

the lower—order dimensions or features applying within a domain have analogues

--
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in other domains. One simple ~my of meeting the requirement that within-

domain dimensions or features have analogue-s in other domains is for the conceptual

space to include some d Lmensiona that “crosscut ” , or apply equal ly veil to ,

stveral domains. Often, however, dimensions apply ing within a domain are taken

with reference to the objects within that domain. Size, for example, would seem

to be a dimension equally relevant to a number of domains. Yet some size terms,

as they apply to people, do not have the same scale as they apply to other

things. To say that “sill Walton is large” doesn’t imply anything about his

size relative to a mountain or to a fish. Size is a dimension taken with reference

to the members of particular domains. Garner ’s (1974) notion of an inferred set

is similar to the notion of a domain here: Simple geometric figures, according

to Garner , belong to “inferred sets” of closely related figures. The dimensions

which characterize a figure depend in par t on the inferred set of the figure;

often the dimensions operate only with reference to tha t set.

It is now possible to give a more explicit description of the concepts

of distance between domains and the “fit” of concepts in different domains.

If we view the domains as points in a higher—order conceptual space of domains ,

then the distance between two domains can be treated as the Euclidean distance

between the points. Equation (1) applies directly :

2 1/2
o(A,B) = [ 2~ (a~-.b 

) I ( l a)
i=l

A and 5 now represent domains, aj and h
i 
the coordinates of the domains on the

m dimensions of the higher-order space of domains. We can apply the Euclidean

concept of distance not only to the distance between domains , but also to the

within—domain distance between two things in different domains . The within—

domain distance is a function of the difference between positions of the two

concepts on the corresponding dimensions within the.ir respectiv e within—domain

-----~ 
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spaces:

~ f~~ (a~~~ ) 2
J 1/2 

(ib)
i~l

A and B now- refer to concepts within dif f erent domains ; a~ and bi are the

coordinates of these concepts on the m corresponding d imensions within the two

within—domain spaces. The “fit ” is simply the opposite of within—domain distance.

Tversky’s feature metric affords a similar redefinition. In Tversky’s

model distance between concepts is a function of features unique to one or the

other concept , less those they share (see equation 3). Some features apply to

concepts within a domain; others apply to the domains themselves. Distance

between domains is determined by those that apply to the domains:

d(A,B) = b~ f (a—b ) + b f(b—a ) — b f(a r -b) . (3a)
1 2 3

A and B are two domains; the distance between them is an additive function of the

number applying only to (a—b)A, the number applying only to (b—a)B and the

number they share (bñ a) .  Similarly , we can define the within—domain distance

of concepts within different domains as a function based on the corresponding

features applying within the two domains

d(A ,B) b f(a—b) + b f (b—a) — b f (af ~b) (3b)
2 3

A and B are concepts in different domains; the number of corresponding features

they share ( anb), the number unique to A (a—b), and tr~e number unique to B (b—a)

determine their distance.

The concepts of domains distance and f i t  can also be defined for network

distance. Domains correspond t~ the higher-order (or superset) nodes that most

network theorists postulate. Corresponding or analogous features can be treated

as analogous paths in the network. One path corresponds to another path when

both consist of the same types of link in the same order. Il the path leading

- _ .  - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
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from concep t a consists of a link of typ e 2 followed by a link of type 1,

followed b~’
’a link. of type 3, the analogous path leading from concep t b should

also consist Qf a type 2 link, followed by a type 1, followed by a type 3.

.Russell (~4ote 7) uses a similar definition of analogous structures in a semantic

network; she applies that def inition i&i describing the proces s of interpreting

metaphorical phr ases.

Sources of Asymmetry in Distances

As Tversky (1977) has noted , distance need not be a symmetrical relation.

The main source of assymmetry involves the relative “prominence” or salience of

the two concepts involved . In metaphors , Tversky argues , the tenor is generally

more prominent than the vehicle. His feature metric allows different weights

(b
1 and b 2 in equations 3 and 4) for the features distinctive of the tenor and th ese

distinctive of the vehicle. If the two concepts were reversed in role and ,

thu s , in their prominence, then the weights ensure a different stun (that is,

a different overall distance). Besides reflecting differences in the overall

salience of a concept, asymmetry may reflect differences in the salience of a

dimension or feature. These differences are reflected in the weights (x,y, and

z) of equation 4. In a dimensional model , the salience of a dimension within a

domain is measured by the variance it accounts for. Asymmetries in distance may

reflect asymmetries in the prominence of the dimension: within one domain , a

c~ mension may be highly salient, being the main basis for distinguishing the

members of that domain ; within anothe r domain the corresponding dimension may

be trivial. The Impact of this dimension on the overall “fit” between the concepts

depends on whether the dimension is salien t within the domain of the tenor or that

of the vehicle. (Ortony, Note- 3 , as noted below , suggests that similar sytn—

metries in the salience of particular features are crucial in me t aphor.)

_
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Besides defining salience of ~ dimension within a domain , we can def ine salience

of a dimensjQn for a particular concept: the relative extremity of the concep t

on that dimension defines the salience of the dimension for tha t concept.

Again, the. degree that distance on the dimension affects  overall distance be-

tween the tenor and vehicle may depend on whether the dimension is more salient

for tenor or vehicle. Since the salience for the two concepts may differ ,

asymmetries may result : the distance be tween A and B when A is compared to

B (and since A is the subject or tenor , it is more prominent than B) differs from

the distance between A and B when B is compared to A. Not only do concepts

differ in particular domains or roles, but some are intrinsically more prominent

and more interesting than others: we use farm animals (pig , cow , chicken ,

horse , bull, lamb , etc.) as vehicles for types of people, but not the reverse ;

states of the weather are images of psychological states in the “pathetic

fallacy” but psychological states do not connote- the weather. This intrinsic

interest of the concep t or domain is still another source of differences in

salience and hence is another source of asymmetry .

Comprehension Processes

We have described three general views on metaphor and traced their imp lica—

tions for the question of how similarity relates to aptness; we then examined

the main ways to view similarity itself , noting tha t they do not require strict

symmetry. The anomaly, comparison, and domains-interaction views also have

implications for the question of how metaphors are interpreted . The most obvious

of these consequences is , perhap s, the imp lication of the metaphor—as— anomaly

position that some special process must be involved in understand ing metap hors

(and other figurative language) beyond what is required by ordinary (nonanomalous)

sentences.

‘~ ~~
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Special Processes: the Anomaly View

In their discussion of “semi—grammatical” sentences , Chomsky (l964) and

Katz (1964) consider sentences that violate grammatical rules (especially

selection restrictions), but remain interpretable nonetheless. How is the

grammar to deal with such sentences? One tack (as noted earlier) is to suspend

the violated rule and let the remainIng rules of the grammar produce a (partial)

description of the structure of the sentence . This is the approach Chomsky

takes . Another tack is also possible: Instead of subtracting rules from the

grammar, Katz suggests adding rules that augment the graimnar’s ability to deal

with such sentences . With the aid of these special “transfer” rules , the normal

rules of the grammar apply to anomalous sentences despite the anomaly . A model

of the processes might take this form : (a) the gra ar tags a sentence as anomalous ;

(b) owing to the nature of the anomaly , either special rules are applied or

some rules are suspended , and a structural description is assigned to the sentence ;

(c) this structural description serves as the input to the interpretive component ,

which produces as normal a reading as is possible , given that the structural

description with which it begins is incomplete . Clearly step (b) where special

rules are invoked or regular rules suspended, would be an addition to the

process involved in interpreting “normal” sentences .

When rules are suspended , an additional special process is invoked that

“fixes” the violation . According to both Chomsky (1964) and Van Dijk (1975),

this additional process involves finding a higher level category to which the

vehicle belongs that does not violate the selection restriction rule (or, in

Van Dijk’s terms, is not “sortally incorrect”). In “John frightens sincerity”,

“frightens” is not only a verb of feeling (violating a selection restriction

or sortally incorrect with “sincerity”), it is also a member of the class of

actions with direct objects (i.e., a transitive verb). At this more abstract

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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level, no violat ion is inyo lyed .

Comparison Yiews of the Interpretive ~r~ cess

The process of tracing up the b e a x ~cb~r of syntactic (or semantic)

cate.gorie.g is similar to some views of comparison processes . In these views ,

the objects compared (the tenor and vehicle) share some fea tures. Of course ,

all the terms sharing some of the same features can be seen as forming a

class . Finding a higher—level category shared by tenor and vehicle , then ,

is equivalent to finding their common features. Aristotle ’s taxonomy of

metaphor makes it clear that he thought of finding a category to which both

tenor and vehicle belong as one method to determine the ground of a metaphor.

(For related positions, see Basso , 1976 , and Thibade-au, Note 12).

Other linguistic theorists take the comparison rather than the anomaly

position on metaphor. For these theorists, underlying the surface form of

the metaphor is a deep structure containing a simile (Mack, 1975; Miller,

l~ote 11) or an explicit (though nonliteral) statement of identity (Matthews,

1971). On this view, the special process involved in metaphor is somewhat

more continuous with normal processes. Metaphors require only a more compli—

cated transformational derivation than similes and other statements of

comparison or identity . Perhaps siiniles ought to be more quickly and easily

understood than metaphors , if only because their deep and surface structures

are more closely related to each other than are those of metaphors. But

that this more complex derivational history affects performance is a moot

point: the p sychological status of entities such as deep structures and

transformation rules is unclear at best (Fodor, Bever , and Garrett , 1974).

Most comparison theorists, of course-, focus on comparison as the special

process involved in metaphor. This process is usually cast in terms of features :

0
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the features of the tenor are compared with those of the vehicle ; the shared

features form the ground of the metaphor (see, e.g., Guenther , 1975; Malgady

and Johnson , 1976; Matthews, 1971; Tversky, 1977; Ortony , Note 3), As Ortony

and others have noted , sometimes the process cannot consist of selecting shared

features , but consists instead of rejecting those features that are not

shared by both tenor and vehicle, and transferring to the tenor all the other

features of the vehicle. When the tenor is unfamiliar, presumably all the features

of the vehicle that may be applicable are transferred to the tenor. Sometimes the

further assumption is made that only some of the potentially applicable features

of the vehicle are transferred to the tenor——for example, only those that are

especially prominent (Bickerton , 1969 ; Guenther, 1975; Van Dijk , 1975) or somehow

part icularly transferable .

Domains—Interactionist Views of the Interpretive Process

Assuming that a comparison process is central to understanding metaphors,

we might ask how this process is special, how it differs from the process

involved in understanding “normal,” literal comparisons . The most obvious

answer to this question is that in metaphors the overall degree of similarity

is consid erably less than in literal comparisons . Interaction theorists ,

however, tend to give more complex answers to this question . While they agree in

part that comparison may be involved , they tend to view the comparison as

more restricted in metaphor then in literal comparisons . Ortony (Note 3), for

example, suggests that in literal comparisons the objects compared share

features that are salient of both objects ; in nonliteral comparisons , on the
— 

other hand, features of the tenor (or subject of the comparison) that are

low in salience match features of the vehicle that are highly salient . Since the

features that are shared are emphasized by the comparison , we often see the tenor

in a new light ; the nonliteral comparison makes prominent features that are

__ 
_  

_
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normally not salient , and suppresses those (nonmatching) features that normally

are salient . Ortony (Note 3) presents some evidence that, for literal compari-

sons, a higher proportion of the most salient features are shared by the two

objects compared than for nonliteral comparisons (which share almost no salient

features).

On our view, the domain—related features of both tenor and vehicle are

suppressed in a metaphor , since only the within—domains features or dimensions

form the basis of the comparison : in “comparing” a compass to parted lovers ,

Donna stresses certain points of resemblance , but the points of resemblance

do not involve the category membership of either the lovers or the compass .

Black (1962) originally proposed that metaphors emphasize some features

of the tenor (those shared with the vehicle) and suppresses the others.

For Black, however , the features relevant to metaphors are of a special sort :

they are not denotative features, defining the concept involved , but are

“associated commonplaces”, nondefinitional “knowledge” about the concept

including connotative beliefs . These nondefinitional beliefs are what is trans-

ferred from vehicle to tenor . Black’s view , of course , overlaps with Ortony ’s.

Presumably) the relevant coimnonplaces associated with the vehicle of a metaphor

are likely to be salient ones. Both these views are similar to the domains—

interactionist position we argue . However we characterize the features that

are temporarily deemphasized , the view shared by various domains—interaction t~ e

orists —— that they are suppressed—is similar to the suggestion of anomaly the-

orists —— that the features of the vehicle involved in the anomaly are tempor-

arily suspended so that the violation is overcome . The offending features are

ignored ; only higher—level categories and the features relevant to them are

retained in the interpretive process .

On the domajns-’interactionjst view we propose , nonliteral comparisons

_ . 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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differ from literal ones in that they compare objects drawn from different

domains. Literal statements of resemblance, in contrast , typically compare

objects from a single domain. The basic difference between interpreting literal

and nonli.teral comparisons is in the necessity to align the corresponding

features or dimensions in interpreting nonliteral comparisons. Comparing two

things from different domains, we argue , involves assessing the “fit” between them;

assessing the fit depends in turn on aligning the two domains from which the

objects are drawn . Comparison is, on our view, the last stage of a multi—stage

process.

Our view of the nature of these stages grows in part out of earlier work

by Sternberg (1977a , l977b) and Rumelhart and Abrahamson (1973) on analogies .

(Nigro and Sternberg , Note 2, and Sternberg, Tourangeau, and Nigro , in press discuss

the extension to metaphor of Sternberg ’s earlier work on analogies in more detail.)

In Sternberg ’s and Rumeihart and Abrahamson ’s earlier work, subjects get three

terms of the analogy and must select the fourth :

Pig:Sheep :: Goat:

(1) Monkey

(2) Cow

According to Sternberg ’s model , three steps are of special importance in this

task. The subject infers the relation between pig and sheep, then ~~~~ the

relation between pig and goat , and finally applies the inferred relation

between pig and sheep to goat. The application leads the subject to an “ideal

concept” (the concept standing in the exact relation to goat as was inferred

to hold between pig and sheep). The response chosen from a set of alternatives

depends on the similarity of the choices to this ideal point (the most

similar being the most likely to be chosen). In a multidimensional semantic 

-
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space , the three operations can be represented as first constructing a vector

from the f i rs t  term to the second (i . e . ,  inferring their relationship) , moving

from the f irst  to the third term (i.e ., mapping the relation between them ) ,

and finally, constructing a vector from this third term , exactly parallel to that

linking the f i rs t  and second terms (application) , This second vector terminate :

at the ideal point for the solution . Formally , this model of the process of

comprehending analogies is similar to the outcome model proposed by B’melhart

and Abrahamson (1973); they too use the concept of an ideal point as ~~~din~

response selection in analogy probl~~s, 1~umelhart and Abrahamson, however ,

do not make explicit their ass~~ptions about the processes subjects use Ic.

comprehension ,

How do these models relate to metaphor? According to the domair.s—

interactionist view we are arguing , the “location ’ or features of the tenor ard

vehicle are taken with reference to their respective domains . The position of

the vehicle in the semantic space of its domain can thus be seen as a ~vector

from the origin of that domain. The origin reflects either a prototypical

instance (~ osch , 1973) or a more statistical prototype (Posner and Keele,

1968), Constructing (or retrieving) this vector is analogous to Sternberg ’s

inference operation , Next . the semantic space of the ~~~~~~~~~~ domain m~:o be

brought into congruence with that of the vehicle. The dimensions v~thir. the

vehicle ’s domain serve as a kind of temolate for those within the domain :f th-o

tenor: its dimensions are aligned (as much as possible) with the corresponding

dimensions within the domain of the vehicle , This alignment or rotation

process,. as we noted earlier , becoroes mo-re difficult as the two domains invc ve.~

become more dissimilar ,

What guides or limits the al ignment or , to use Sternberg~s terms, ~mapring
’

— ~~~~~~~~ ~~
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operation? Several possible sources of correspondence may determine how c-ne

domain is “realigned ” to f i t  another , First , two dimensions may be linked by

a correlation In our experience. Part of the basis for synaesthetic correspon-..

dences (across sense modalities) may be such experienced correlations: the

co± respondence between “warmth ” in hues and temperature s for example~ may

reflect their frequent co~~ccurrence , Second , the dimensions may map into

a common scale or dimension . Height in people and in mountains may be relat ive

to other people and mountains, but there is a common “absolut e” scale of

height , Similarly , a feature or structure in one domain and its analogues

in other domains may all share a common feature at a higher level of abstrao~ ion ,

(Russell , Note 7. discussed below, takes this approach ,) Thus , predacity in

both people and wolves may partake of some very abstract feature of destrucoiveness ,

Finally , even a common label may suggest a correspondence between two dImens ions

within different domains , Presumably, the alignment is directed primarily

at bringing features or dimensions in the domain of the tenor into congruence

with the most salient features or dimensions wit1~.n the domain of the vehicle.

Whatever the exact basis for the superimposition , once the two spaces

have been superimposed or brought into alignment in t~ois way, we can then

construct a vector from the origin to an ideal point in the space repre:entia~

the domain of the tenor — a vector identical in length and parallel to that

relating the vehicle to the origin of its domain , Constructing this vector is

the analogue of Sternberg ’s application operation . This ideal point Is useful

in accounting for three processes relevant to interpreting metaphors , First ,

if the tenor is not explicitly given by the metaphor (as is often the case ,

then the intended tenor is some concept close to this ideal point . The ideal

point thus guides selection of tenors not explicitly mentioned . Second ,

if the tenor is given , but is unfamiliar to the listener so that its location

- - — - V 
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within its domain is unknowo, then the ideal point represents that locations

Finally , when the tenor is both given and familiar, then its distance from the

ideal point is the “f it” of the two concepts. Judging the fit, we have argued ,

is one component in determining the aptness of the metaphor. If the fit is bad

enough , then a second t~mappjng~ of the ~~~~~~~~~ domain into the vehicle’s may

be attempted.

Sternberg’s (1977a , 1977b) inference, application , and mapping operations

are compatible with nondimensional representations of meaning aS well as

dimensional ones. Similarly, the processes envisioned here for ccmprehending

metaphors are applicable given either feature or network models of meaning. On

the domains—interaction vie~ we argue, the relevant features of the vehicle

are those it does not share with all members of its domain (fea~ures that all

members share would, we assume, be relevant at the next level of representation ,

applying to domains rather than to objects within a domain) , In interpreting a

metaphor, these distinguishing features of the vehicle are found (inference).

Next , the features within the domain of the tenor are aligned with the corres-

ponding features within the domain of the vehicle (mapping). In discussing

analogies in science, Hes~ (1962) gives an example of aligned or “mapped”

features from different domains:

Birds Fish

wings fins

feathers scales

lungs gills

After the alignment has taken place, an ideal concept is found , consisting of the

set of those features within the domain of the tenor that correspond to the

features of the vehicle (application).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Russell (Note 7) has discussed metaphor within the framework of Schank ’s

(1975) theory of language. Schank’s theory is, in our terms, a network theory

and the processes Russell postulates seem to us the network equivalent of the

prQcesses described above, Russell assumes that there are several systems

of concepts, features, and action. She calls these systems “levels” (rather than

domains) and, although they are more general than our domains , they serve

a similar role in her theory , She assumes, as we do, for example , that acts on

the “mental” level may have effects analogous to those of acts on the “physical”

level. Metaphors , Russell argues, are based on abstract structural similarities

between concepts on different levels, Take one of her examples : “he chewed on

the thought.’ Literally, “chewed” is an action on the physical level. Part of

its structure is that the ~~~~~~~ incorporates what ’s chewed into himself.

This part of the structure has an analogue on the mental level (the level that

the object—— ”thought”—— calls for here); “thoughts” are also incorporated

into the thinker. Interpretation , in our terms , consists of finding the structures

(paths in the semantic network) in which the vehicle is embedded (inference),

finding the corresponding links or relations between concepts at the level or

domain of the tenor (mapping), and then constructing an analogous structure or

path in the domain of the tenor (application), The paths constructed in this way,

t based on the corresponding relations between concepts in the domain of the tenor ,

function as a kind of ideal point. To return to Russell’s example, having

inferred the relevant path involving the vehicle, “chewing”, we apply

it in the domain of mental acts; “the actor does something which results in the

incorporation of the thought”, or its network equivalent is this result. This

structure places severe constraints on the tenor——the actual (mental) action

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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that is intended . Of course , if we already know the tenor , then the “fit” of

this structure to the actual structure involved can be assessed .

On our view, then, the “comparison” phase in the interpretation of metaphor

actually involves several stages : placing the vehicle relative to its domain

(inference)) using the features , dimensions , or links within the domain

of the vehicle as a template against which those within the domain of the

tenor are matched (mapping); finding the ideal point in the reorganized domain of

the tenor , the concept that occupies the position in the domain of the tenor

exactly analogous to the position of the vehicle (application). Comparison

(in our terms , assessing fit) consists of measuring the distance between the ideal

concept and the actual tenor (when it is given). This view assumes that features ,

relations , or dimensional values characteri zing domains (rather than objects

within domains) affact the ease with which the mapping operation is performed ,

but are not salient in interpreting the metaphor . (They are , as Black or Ortony

might argue , deemphasized.) Further , those features , relations , or dimensions

within one domain that have no analogue in the other domain are also deemphasized

by the metaphor.

Other Views on Comprehension Processes

Anomaly theorists focus on the process of recognizing that a metaphor

and its attendant violation has occurred , and they emphasize the discontinuity

of the processes of interpreting metaphors and literal sentences. The processes

assumed by these models center on the violation , or , to use a traditional term, the

tension of the metaphor . By contrast , comparison theories assume that a

comparison or statement of identity underlies the metaphor . The interpretive

pro cesses envisioned by comparison theorists are continuous with normal processes;

L .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _  _
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t hey focus on the comparison operation or , to use Richards ’ terms~ on finding the grnund

of the metaphor. Interaction theorists tend to have an elaborated view of what

comparison entails. They tend to emphasize that only certain features of tenor

and vehicle are involved and that these may rise or fall in salience . On the model

we propose , comparison occurs only sometimes and then only after an elaborate

process involving several other operations . These operations not only find the

ground of the xnetaphor~ but are often crucial in locating the tenor as well.

As Sternberg (l977b , Note 9) argues the operations involved are not peculiar

to metaphor at all, but apply to analogies and literal statements of classifica-

tion as well.

Some theorists focus on yet another aspect of the interpretive process.

Reinhart (1976) has suggested that a process unique to metaphor involves

interpreting the vehicle. Interpretation of the focus or vehicle consists of fil-

ling in or inferring implicit details of the vehicle from what information is given

explicitly . The interpretive process for “riding the waves”, for example ,

includes inferring not only “floating on the waves” (finding the tenor) but

also “riding horses,” the latter inference exemplifying vehicle or focus

interpretation . On our view, metaphors can be seen as implicit analogies of

the form “The tenor is to its domain what the vehicle is to its own.” Nigro

and Sternberg (Note 2) have proposed an explicit model based on the view that

metaphors are often analogies with terms left out . They describe an experiment

testing their model against data on the comprehension and appreciation of meta-

phors. In part, interpreting the metaphor involves inferring the missing terms .

That the inference process involved is unique to metaphor has been denied by

Verbrugge (1977), who regards the interpretive process required by metaphor to be

just another example of the many inferential , reconstructive processes involved in

I
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understanding language generally . Beardsley (1962), on the other hand ,

denies that vehicle interpretation occurs at all.

Evidence on Special Processes

If there are special processes for interpreting metaphors and these take

appreciable amounts of time, then metaphors should on the average be interpreted

more slowly than literal sentences . Even if the processes are not unique ,

but are just more complicated than usual, then metaphors should require more time

to understand . Some of the anomaly theorists tend to assume that once the

anomaly is recognized , special rules are invoked in interpreting metaphors .

If these special rules have a role in performance (as well as in describing

competence), then their application should take time. The most extreme

views here are those that assume that the anomaly is only pragmatic , involving

irrelevance in the context . Clark and Lucy (1975), for example, argue that non—

literal requests involve a similar pragmatic violation; these requests , they

propose, are interpreted in two stages : the request receives a literal interpre-

tation, an interpretation rejected for being irrelevant to the context ;

then a nonliteral interpretation is attempted. Clearly , the analogous two—

stage model for interpreting metaphors requires metaphors to be understood more

slowly than literal paraphrases (which require only the first stage). On the

comparison and domains views of comprehension , the processes involved in metaphor

are not unique but are more complicated than corresponding processes for literal

sentences . Thus, on some comparison views, the derivational history of the

surface form of the metaphor is more complex than that of similes . If this more

complex history is reflected in a longer comprehension process (an assumption that

is arguable), then metaphors should be slower to understand than similes . On

the comprehension model we offer , the mapping operation involves aligning
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different domains ; it is thus qualitatively more difficult and hence slower than

the mapping operation required by literal analogies and comparisons, which compare

objects from a single domain.

Consistent with these several models, most researchers find that nonliteral

sentences are interpreted more slowly: Ortony , Shallert, and Reynolds (Note 6),

Clark and Lucy (1975), and Brewer, Harris, and Brewer (cited in Ortony ,

Reynolds, and Arter, Note 5) report slower comprehension times for nonliteral

comparisons (Ortony et al., Note 6), indirect requests (Clark and Lucy, 1975)

and figurative proverbs (Brewer et al.). Harris (1976), however, finds no differ-

ences between literal and metaphorical sentences. And Glucksberg, Hartman , and

Stack (Note 10) find evidence that a plausible metaphorical interpretation inter-

feres with verifying the literal sense of a sentence , suggesting that metaphorical

interpretations are attempted automatically . These somewhat inconsistent results

support several interpretations . As Glucksberg et al. suggest , we may not

always wait to see whether literal interpretation fails before we attempt a

metaphorical one. Strategic considerations and priming (cf. Ortony et al., Note

6) may affect performance in some cases: in an experiment where roughly half

the sentences are metaphors , subjects may try to reverse the order of the

normal processes or may be able to apply the special processes necessary with

unusual speed . And , of course , some degree of parallel processing may occur .

On the whole , however , the results so far tend to support the view that figurative

language takes additional time to understand .
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Conclusion

Although three general views on the nature of metaphor are current and

although all three have strong implications for the central questions about

metaphor (How are metaphors understood? What makes a good metaphor ?), psychol

ogists have gathered little evidence to settle the issues . On all three views ,

the similarity of the two terms linked by the metaphor——the tenor and vehicle——

is critical both in the aptness of the metaphor and in the process of inter-

pretation . On the anomaly view, the dissimilarity or distance between tenor and

vehicle affects aptness , because dissimilarity relates to the novelty of the

metaphor or because it relates to the difficulty of interpreting the metaphor .

The dissimilarity of tenor and vehicle triggers the process of recognizing the

anomaly that figures so prominently in anomaly theorists ’ accounts of the

interpretive process . On the comparison view, similarity is central to aptness ,

because the similarity of tenor and vehicle determines how close the comparison

is. As Aristotle observed , however , too much similarity makes for too obvious

or literal a comparison . Discovering the comparison underlying the metaphor

and the similarity that serves as its ground are , for the comparison theorist ,

the key to the comprehension process. Consistent with our domains—interaction view ,

we propose that the similarity of the concepts linked in the metaphor and the

dissimilarity of their domains both contribute to aptness. Likewise , seeing

one domain in terms of the other is central to the interpretive process . The

scanty and somewhat inconsistent evidence to date suggests that (a) inter—

mediate levels of similarity makes for the best metaphors , and (b) metaphors

require more time to understand than literal sentences — a finding consistent

with all three general views .
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Curvilinear relationship between aptness and similarity resulting

from two opposed monotonic trends .

Figure 2. Theoretical linear relationship between similarity and aptness

for critics and casual readers .

Figure 3. Cutoff model of the relationship between aptness and resemblance

or similarity .

Figure 4. Theoretical curves for critic and casual reader under curvilinear

hypothesis .
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